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Annotation:  what is it?

Tagging documents, sentences or words 
choosing from a predefined set of categories

Hinze et al. 2012

Category gold 
label 1

gold 
label 2

Hate 
Speech no yes

Irony no yes

Stereotype no yes

Tweet from TWITA collection 
https://valeriobasile.github.io/twita/about.html

https://valeriobasile.github.io/twita/about.html


Annotation scheme:  an example

Image from Sanguinetti et al. 2018



Annotations tasks are complex and very expensive...

… hence it is crucial to get the most out of them 

… with a LOT of experts’ hard work in task preparation 

Introduction: the hard truth



successful annotation task...

Introduction: the key to success

High quality gold standard



Gold standard: what, why, when… and how



Gold Standard: what

a gathering of shared knowledge on a very 
specific topic (e.g.: misogyny on Twitter, 
use of abusive language towards 
immigrants on Reddit, stance of  British 
Twitter users on Brexit,...)

what?



Gold Standard:  why

1. creation of a training set for 
supervised ML models

2. evaluation of algorithms
3. gold-label validation
4. benchmark for shared tasks 

(e.g.:  Semeval) 

why?



Gold Standard: … and how



Know your data



Input dataset creation: main issues

what data do best describe the phenomena? 

Are data easily/publicly accessible?



Data VS task design

how big is the dataset? 1

does it need a crowdsourced 
annotation? or a few experts are 
enough?

2

may the annotation be carried out in 
multiple steps for the fine tuning of the 
task? are data consistent?

3



Data privacy issues

1. Does the data contain sensitive information 
(GDPR & related normatives)? 

2. Should it  be anonymised before the 
annotation?

3. Does this potentially affect the results of the 
task?



Gold Standard: … and how



Task design



Task design: general outline

1. definition of the annotation categories 
considering data & goal(s)

2. evaluation of the difficulty of the task
3. workers’ skills/knowledge (both experts 

and/or crowd)



Experts VS crowd dilemma

randomness

consistency

demography

expertise/skills/language

biases

large dataset

Experts Crowdsourced workers



Task design: guidelines

crowdsourced workers tend to pay less 
attention to guidelines than experts -> 
instructions must be clear and concise

1

experts “should” have expertise in 
fine tuning the guidelines

2

… but not all experts are equals 
in skills and expertise!

3

All guidelines must be clear, simple 
and relevant. 

But:



Expert annotation schemes

❖ Joint annotation: dataset is divided into non-overlapping 
subsets and are then annotated by different experts. 
every expert annotates different data

❖ Parallel annotation:  ech espert annotates all the data 

❖ Mixed annotation: a first joint annotation + agreement 
evaluation + parallel annotation



Gold Standard: … and how



Crowdsourcing platforms (aka the more the merrier)



Crowdsourcing annotation: general 
consideration

❖ ethical issues: workers  are paid very little money

❖ workers often come from under-developed countries

❖ certain tasks may be affected by workers’ biases, based on the 
demographic characteristics

❖ … and not all platforms allow a fine tuning of workers’ 
selection



Amazon Mechanical Turk: in general

❖ very popular

❖ own and operated by Amazon through AWS

❖ suited for different kind of tasks (NLP, computer vision, 
Image tagging,...)

❖ Human Intelligence Task (HIT) : self-contained tasks for 
workers (or turkers)



Amazon Mechanical Turk: policies

❖ Max 250,000 HITs per batch

❖ minimum fee is $ 0.01 

❖ pricing based on workers’ performance rate

❖ workers can use scripts and automation tools to search 
for HITs (but not to complete them)



Amazon Mechanical Turk



Figure Eight (previously Crowdflower)



Lighttag



… and in China



Gold Standard: … and how



Inter annotator agreement measures



Inter annotator agreement measures

Typically annotators will display a variety of answers for the same 
annotated item. How can we decide which is the correct one?

Aggregating annotation

40%  -> photo
40% -> oil painting
20%  -> acrylic painting

so, what is it?



Inter annotator agreement measures

It is a complex index that captures different metrics

1. complexity of the task

2. annotators performance

3. goodness of guidelines and task design

Agreement measures



Inter annotator agreement measures

Percent Agreement: a trivial measure



Inter annotator agreement measures

Percent Agreement

❏ straightforward metric
❏ can be extended to  > 2 annotators -> pairwise percent agreement

But

❖ does not account of agreement  by chance 
❖ works only on nominal data



Inter annotator agreement measures

Scott’s pi coefficient: a chance corrected measure (Scott 1955)

Pr(a) = agreement observed between 2 annotators

Pr(e) = agreement expected if both coders annotated randomly

Assumptions:
1. 2  annotators only with same answers distribution
2. nominal scale



Inter annotator agreement measures

Cohen’s k:  (Cohen 1960)

Po = relative observed agreement among 
annotators 
Pe = hypothetical probability of chance 
agreement

for K categories, N items and 
n times the annotator i 
predicted category k



Inter annotator agreement measures

Cohen’s k:  (Cohen 1960)

Extended for multiple 
annotators, any weighting 
scheme and missing data in 
Gwet 2014

it is popular but affected by data 
variability and disagreement due to 
workerks’ bias!

Assumptions:
1. 2  annotators only
2. same annotate 

items
3. nominal scale



Inter annotator agreement measures

Fleiss k:  (Fleiss 1971)

● extension of Cohen’s pi
● annotators > 2
● not all annotators rate  

exactly the same items

denominator: degree of agreement 
that is attainable above chance

numerator: degree of agreement 
actually achieved above chance

it’s the extent to which the observed amount of 
agreement among raters exceeds what would be 
expected if all raters made their ratings 
completely randomly



Inter annotator agreement measures

Krippendorff’s α:  (Krippendorff 1970)

● annotators > 2
● missing data
● multiple scales (binary, nominal, 

ordinal, ...)

-> estimator for the disagreement 
by chance 

Paradox: random guess results more 
reliable than perfect agreement,  
when 



Figure Eight



Gold Standard: … and how



Gold standard creation



Gold standard creation

Last step to create the gold standard: for each submitted instance, 
the “right” label must be decided, considering the answer distribution 
of the workers

Measuring the answer distribution on each item enables the creation 

of gold labels



Gold  standard creation

Guidelines are rediscussed and annotation is performed 
until a consensus (= total agreement) is reached

Harmonization



Recent developments



The 7 Myths of Crowdsourcing

One Truth

For each item to be annotated there must be only ONE correct interpretation

Aroyo and Welty, 2015

How would you tag this 
photo?
❏ landscape
❏ nature
❏ dawn
❏ sunset
❏ water reflection
❏ all of the above?



The 7 Myths of Crowdsourcing

Disagreement is bad

Disagreement is not noise but 
signal

Aroyo and Welty, 2015



The 7 Myths of Crowdsourcing

Detailed Guidelines Help

precise annotation guidelines eliminate disagreement 

…...but do no improve quality

Aroyo and Welty, 2015



The 7 Myths of Crowdsourcing

One is enough

One perspective is not enough to capture all 
different interpretation of an item

Aroyo and Welty, 2015



The 7 Myths of Crowdsourcing

Experts are Better

Crowd annotators tend to 

● interpret guidelines more literally
● have less biases than experts on the topic or 

annotation process
● react more spontaneously

Aroyo and Welty, 2015



The 7 Myths of Crowdsourcing

All Examples are Created Equals

Poor quality in examples tends to generate more 
disagreement

Is it a good example for a musical instrument?
… And for a cake?

Ph.: @fionabergson for Amaury Guichon Aroyo and Welty, 2015



The 7 Myths of Crowdsourcing

Once done, Forever valid

● examples may lose relevance over 
years

● gold standard should be revised 
frequently as perspective on a 
specific topic changes

Aroyo and Welty, 2015



Crowdtruth

New theory based on:

1. rejection of “single truth” fallacy for 
semantic interpretation

2. vectorial representation of sentence 
disagreement and workers’ answers

Aroyo and Welty, 2015



Crowdtruth

Aroyo and Welty, 2015



Crowdtruth

Image: Torres-Moreno et al.  
2012



Best - worst Scaling

1 2

3 4

“Relax index” for 
each image on a 
scale 1-4



Best - worst Scaling

Which are the 
more and less 
relaxing images?

1 2

3 4



Best - worst Scaling

Advantages with respect to ratings:

● less inter-annotators & same 
annotators inconsistencies

● no middle scale bias
● no fixed granularity constraint

Kiritchenko and Saif, 2017First developed by Louviere in 1991



And now something completely 

different… after the coffee break!



THANKS!
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Figure Eight:  tips & tricks for  

linguistic data annotation



Figure Eight (previously Crowdflower)



Figure Eight



Figure Eight 



Figure Eight 



Figure Eight 



Figure Eight 



Figure Eight 



Figure Eight: full reports 



Figure Eight: aggregated reports 



THANKS!



SlidesCarnival icons are editable shapes. 

This means that you can:
● Resize them without losing quality.
● Change line color, width and style.

Isn’t that nice? :)

Examples:


